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:EXETER:

IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN THAT EXETER WAS ONCE A PEACEFUL AND PROSPEROUS LAND. THAT HAS ALL BUT GONE NOW THAT THE DRAGON AND ITS MANY DISGUSTING AND EVIL FOLLOWERS HAVE COME AND RAVAGED THIS MIGHTY LAND.

EXETER IS NOW A MERE SHADOW OF ITS FORMER SELF. THE MASTER WIZARD HAS TRAVERESSED THE LAND IN SEARCH OF A POWERFUL AND PERSISTENT WARRIOR, WHO WILL COME TO THE RESCUE AND DESTROY THE DRAGON.

YOU HAVE BECOME THE WIZARDS CHOSEN ONE. IT IS UP TO YOU TO ATTEMPT THIS PERILOUS DEED. IF YOU WISH TO DECLINE, THEN VENTURE NOT FORTH AS YOU ARE NOT FIT TO CONTINUE.

THE ATTRIBUTES

STRENGTH AFFECTS THE PROBABILITY OF YOUR HITTING A MONSTER AND HELPS DETERMINE THE DAMAGE DONE.

INTELLIGENCE AFFECTS YOUR BARGAINING POWER WITH THE TRADER.

WISDOM ACCOUNTS FOR YOUR SEARCHING ABILITY.

DEXTERITY CONTRIBUTES TO YOUR DEFENSIVE ARMOUR CLASS.

CONSTITUTION AFFECTS YOUR HIT POINT TALLY.

HIT POINTS ARE A MEASURE OF INJURY YOU CAN SUSTAIN.

OLD IS REQUIRED TO BARGAIN FOR GOODS FROM THE TRADER.

ARMOUR CLASS IS A MEASURE OF YOUR DEFENSIVE CAPABILITY AGAINST MONSTERS. THE LOWER THE BETTER.

THE MARKET PLACE

ENTER THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE OF ITEM, THEN MAKE AN OFFER. THIS WILL WORK ON ALL EXCEPT FOOD, WHERE THE TRADER WILL ASK YOU HOW MANY UNITS OF FOOD YOU WANT TO PURCHASE.

COMMANDS

O MOVE FORWARD USE THE UP ARROW. TO TURN LEFT USE THE LEFT ARROW. TO TURN RIGHT USE THE RIGHT ARROW. TO TURN AROUND USE THE DOWN ARROW.

F THE NEED ARISES IT IS POSSIBLE TO JUMP TWO SPACES FORWARD BY HITTING THE "J" KEY.

F YOU COME ACROSS A LADDER OR A HOLE YOU MAY USE THEM BY HITTING THE "X" KEY.
To get a weapon ready in your hand hit the "R" key. Hit "A" to attack.

In the Dungeon there are Secret Doors. These doors make it possible to walk through, what appear to be, solid walls. It is possible to use the Search command ("S" key) to find these doors, and detect other surprises that may occur!

You will come across many Chests in the Dungeon. To open these Chests hit the "0" key.

The "I" key will bring up the "Inventory and Statistics" screen.

If you do not want to do anything in a turn then hit the Space Bar to pass.

(Note: A summary of Commands can be found on the back page.)

SAVING AND LOADING GAMES

It is possible to save a game, which is in progress, to diskette by typing "!". To load a saved game type ")".

HIT POINTS

Your Hit Point number will increase with the experience you gain from killing monsters. To receive these Hit Points you must exit the Dungeon.

MONSTERS

The Monsters roam the Dungeon with the sole purpose of protecting the Dragon and will do anything to stop you from getting to the Dragon.

The Monsters will get stronger as you descend into the Dungeon, so beware!

It is now left up to you to seek out and slay the Dragon. The end we have yet to see...
To commence play, insert disk, close door and type: RUN"EXETER <ENTER>"

**COMMANDS**

↑ = Go Forward
← = Turn Left
→ = Turn Right
↓ = Turn Around
J = Jump Forward
O = Open Chest
X = Climb Ladder
X = Go Down Hole
A = Attack
S = Search Ahead
R = Ready Weapon
I = Inventory
Space = Pass
! = Save Game
) = Load Game